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The impact between the wheel and rail forms intense excitation and causes vibration of the wheel and track, associated with rolling noise. This paper studies the optimal design parameters of a new rail particle damper (RPD). An energy dissipation approach is adopted using the FEM-DEM coupling method. A FEM-DEM model is developed to investigate RPD’s performance in controlling rail vibration. Furthermore, a numerical model of a single-bay rail system was developed in which the rail fastening system was simulated with a generalized Maxwell model to reproduce frequency-dependent characteristics of the viscoelastic rail pad. The simulation results were verified through impact hammer experiments of a single-bay rail system. The influence of RPD’s parameters such as particle size, cavity size, and damper filling ratio on the vibration reduction performance of the RPD was investigated numerically. The numerical analysis demonstrates that the proposed FEM-DEM coupling model precisely estimates the optimal RPD’s design parameters. Finally, the results of this research can provide guidelines for the optimal design of particle dampers in railways.